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51. INTRODUCTION 
IN THIS paper, we deal with Zeeman’s conjecture by defining fake surfaces. 
ZEEMAN’S CONJECTURE. If P is a contractible 2-polyhedron, tkerl P x I is collapsible ithere 
I is the closed unit interual [0 I]. 
It is known in [4] that Zeeman’s conjecture implies the 3-dimensional Poincare con- 
jecture. 
Let K be a simplicial complex and let P = lKJ denote the underlying polyhedron of K. 
We define the boundary P of P by 
r’ ={I,41 c PI A is a closed free face of K}. 
and the interior p of P by P = P -P. We say that P is closed when P is empty. Let x be a 
point of P. There is a unique simplex A of K which contains x in its interior. We define 
sr(.u, P) to be the underlying polyhedron of sl(A, K). 
Let Y be either a polyhedron or a finite set. Let # Y denote the number of the connected 
components of a polyhedron Y or the number of the elements of a finite set Y. 
De$nition. (i) A 2-polyhedron P is called a fake surface if, for any point x of P, st(x, P) 
is homeomorphic to one of the six types described in Fig. 1. 
(ii) For a fake surface P, define 
GI (P) = {xuPIst(x, P) = type i}, 1 5 i 5 6. 
We define the i-th singularity 6, (P) to be the closure of Gi (P) in P. (Gi (P) = (5; (P)) 
THEOREM. (Weak form of B. G. Cash’s result [l].) Any compact 3-manifold w’it/z non- 
empty boundary has a closed fake surfirce as a spine. 
The above theorem implies that, as Far as the Poincare conjecture is concerned, 
contractible 2-polyhedra can be restricted only to contractible closed fake surfaces in 
Zeeman’s conjecture. Partial answer for Zeeman’s conjecture is obtained in this paper. 
That is, we find a geometric characterization of certain contractible closed fake surfaces and 
show how to collapse P x I to one point. 
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FIG. 1. 
In Section 2, some lemmas for collapsings are stated. In Section 3, we study mainly the 
3-rd derived neighborhood U(P) of C1 (P) in a fake surface P, and in Section 4, we study the 
complement of U(P) in P and obtain a relation between #G, (P) and #(P - U(Pj) for an 
acyclic closed fake surface P whose 2-nd singularity Gz (P) is connected. In Section 5, the 
following theorem is proved. 
THEOREM 1. Let P be a closedfake surfuce. If # 6, (P) = 0, i.e. 5, (P) is ~n~pr,r, tlm P is 
not acyclic. (Compare with A. C. Connor’s theorem [2].) 
In Section 6, we obtain a geometric characterization of the acyclic closed fake surfaces 
each of whose 3-rd singularities is one point (Theorem 2). The following main result of this 
paper is proved in Section 7. 
THEOREM 3. Let P be an acyclic closed fake sutface \r’itll Y,(P) = 1. Tim P x I is 
collapsible. 
In Section 8, we find a unique fake surface Fi, , which is a spine of a 3-manifold, among 
the acyclic closed fake surfaces each of whose 3-rd singularities is one point. Note that the 
3-manifold having F:, 1 as a spine is necessarily a 3-ball by [4, Theorem 3 and Chapter 3, 
p. 91. In Section 9, we construct a closed fake surface P such that #G, (P) is any given 
integer 2 1 and P x I is collapsible. 
In this paper, polyhedra and simlicial complexes are understood to be compact and 
finite. 
92. PIIELIMINARIES 
It is to be understood that the collapsings of polyhedra are polyhedral and the collaps- 
ings of simplicial complexes are simplicial. We write P\ Q, if P collapses to Q where both P 
and Q are either polyhedra or simplicial complexes. The following theorem of E. C. Zeeman 
is well known. 
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Definition 2. Let P be a fake surface. We define U(P), M(P), Mj(P) and fi as follows. 
(1) VP) = N(G1 (P), P). 
(2) P - U(P) = ui M, 1s a disjoint union of finitely many connected 2-manifolds ‘Wi (with 
or without boundary). Let M(P) denote the set {Mi> and the union lJi MC alternatively. 
Sometimes, M(P) is called the s)‘stetx of P. 
(3) Mj(P) ={MEM(P)j #fQ =j). 
(3) For an element M of Alj (Pj with A? = b, u a* . u bj, let a closed 2-manifold it’r = 
Mu lJk$ (bk* Q) where (bk* cli) means the non-singular cone over b, from the coning 
point vk and 
(bk* v& n (b,* v,) = 0 if k fi nz, and (bk* vK) n M = (bk* L.~) n P = bk for lc = 1,. . . , j. 
Throughout this paper, let T denote the T-shaped l-polyhedron. The center o(T) (or 
simply o) is the point o of T such that st(o, T) is not a l-ball. 
Let P be a fake surface. Then, for any point .Y of S, (PI, 
U(P) - SN(N(x, P), U(P)) n SN(N(x, P), U(P)) = UT; 
is a disjoint union of four T’s. Let F = Uui and = i‘U&, i = 1,2, 3. The numberings of k 
and i are indicated in Fig. 2. 
Definition 3. We define a decomposition E of U(P) by 
E = UP) - u .QV(N(.Y, P), u(P)) u y j=v z (T x 0; 
x 
where x ranges over 6, (P) and 
U(P) - USN(N(x, P), U(P)) n (T x 1); = 7” u T;+2 
x 
= (T x I>;, 
UixO); =U;i,(UiX 1); =cI;+2i, forj=1,2. 
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The total space of a combinatorial (T, O) prebundle over l-sphere Sis called a T-bundfe 
(for the definition of combinatorial prebundle, see [3]). Lzt h be a homeomorphism of T 
onto itself with h(a,) = aP, where i= U ni: i = 1, 2, 3. Since the ispotopy class [Iz] of h is 
determined only by h I i, the group of the isoptopy classes of homeomorphisms of T onto 
itself is isomorphic to the symmetric group of degree 3, lvhen we regard 
( /zp,:;, ii;:;, iz&) = (b,: :Z ) i;,) 
as an element of the symmetric group of degree 3. 
When we disregard the numbering of ii-= uai, the isotopy class [h] is represented by 
either 
of the symmetric group. Let S x oT, S x T T and S x T denote the T-bundles corresponding 
to cr, T and id as isotopy classes of homeomorphisms of T onto itself, respectively. Since the 
homomeorphism classes of T-bundles are determined by the isotopy classes not depending 
upon the choice of the numbering of -i= UCZ~, we have the following Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 5. A T-Bundle is homeonzorphic to either S x G T or S x t T or S x T. 
LEMMA 6. Let P be a fake surface and let E be a decomposition of U(P). Thetz, there is a 
local honzeonzorphism h, from E otzto U(P) such that 
tzEI U(P) - U SN(N(x, P), U(P)) = the iderztity, and 
.X 
h, 1 (T x I)j is an embedding, for x E S, (P). 
Proof. First, define h, on U(P) - uX SN(N(x, P), U(P)) to be the identity. By using the 
technique of extending homeomorphism over a ball when a homeomorphism is given on its 
boundary, successively, we obtain the required local homeomorphism h, from E onto U(P). 
Thus/z, (ai x I); = a,:.a;+,i, 
h, (o(T) x Z); = o(T;) .o(T;+~) 
and so on, (for the I-ball aJi .a;+2 i etc. see Fig. 2). 
LEMMA 7. Let P be aftrke surface atzd let E be a decomposition of U(P). Then, 6, (E) isa 
I-manifold (nzay tzot be connected). In particular, ifP is closed, therz G2 (E) is a closed I-mani- 
fold. 
Proof. It is easily seen that E is a fake surface from the definition of a decomposition 
E of U(P), So, G2 (E) is defined. Let x be a point of G, (E). Suppose that s is contained in 
e’2 (E). Since 5, (E) is empty from the definition of E, st(x, S, (E)) is a I-ball. Suppose that 
s is contained in $;r (E). Then st(x, E) is either of type 5 or of type 6, by Lemma 4 (7). 
Therefore, st(x, G2 (E)) is a I-ball. Now, we prove the second statement. From the definition 
of E, it is seen that $.2 (E) = G2 (P). Since GZ (P) = G2 (P)n $’ by Lemma 4 (7), g2 (E) is 
empty when P is empty. 
Let P = IrCj be a fake surface and let E be a decomposition of U(P) = IN(L, K)j where 
GZ (P) = JLI. We define the simplicial structure H of Eso that /zE : H -+ N(L, K) be simplicial. 
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LEMMA 8. Let P be a closedfake surface and let Ei be a connected component of a decom- 
position E of U(P). Then E, is a T-bundle ocer the connected components Si = S, (E), of 
G2 (E). 
Proof. It is known by Lemma 7 that Si is a l-sphere. Let Hi be the subcomplex of H such 
that Si = JHij and let Xi denote the set of verticles x of Hi such that h, (x) is a vertex of the 
2-nd derived complex off.. Then, for any l-simplex A of Hi, there is a vertex a of A, uniquely, 
which is contained in Xi, Since st(a, H) is of type 2 and st(a, Hi) = A v A’ is a union of two 
I-simplices of Hi with A A A’ = a by Lemma 7, we can regard st(a, H) as 
st(a,H)=(.4uA’)xT=(AxT)u(A’xT),(AxT)n(A’xT)=axT. 
On the other hand, let s1 and .r2 belong to Xi. Then, it follows that st(.u,, H) n st(s2, HJ = 
(st(x,, Hi) n st(s, , Hi)) x T is either empty or one point x T. And obviously Ei is covered by 
ux st(x, H) where x ranges over Xi. Therefore, Ei is a T-bundle over Si. 
LEMMA 9. Let P be afake surface and let Q = .SN(N(x, Pj, U(P))for a point s of s3 (P,. 
Then there is a homeomorphism f; from Q onto itself such thar 
f; (T”,) = T.i for k = 1, 2, and 
f, (TG) = T-; for m, n = 3, 4, and nl + n. 
Proof. To construct the required homeomorphism f,, define the homeomorphism 
g1 (=fx I Uk oK3 on Uk 4Tkl as required for k = 1,. ,4. Let g2 be the homeomorphism 
on U o(T;) u x defined byg, on U o(T3 and the identity on s. Since x.o(T.i) is a l-ball with 
boundary x u o(TE) for k = 1, . . . , 4 and G2 (Q)is covered with such l-balls, we can extend 
gz to a homeomorphism g3 from Gz (Q) onto itself. For any i, j there exists a unique l-ball 
Aij with boundary o(Ta u o(T>) which is the closure of a connected components of Q - 
u o(Tc) and Q = U i,j Aij . We can extend g1 to a homeomorphism g4 from Q onto itself so 
that g4 (Ti) = T; for k = 1,2 and g4 (TG) = Tt for m, n = 3,4 and m # II. Then we have a 
homeomorphism g5 from Q u G,(Q) onto itself defined by g_, on 0 and g, on G2(Q). 
Since the l-sphere .\: . o(Ta u Aij u x. o(TG) bounds a 2-ball uniquely in Q and Q is covered 
with such 2-balls, we can extend g5 to a homeomorphism f, from Q onto itself which satisfies 
the required conditions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let P be a fake surface. Then, there is a decomposition E of U(P) such that 
h, 1 Ei is an embedding for any connected component Ei of E. 
Proof. Let E’ = E; u ... uE; be a decomposition of U(P) where E: is a connected 
component for i = 1,. . . , r. For the connected component E[, define 
Y; = {Y E Ef J(hE,( EI)-‘(h,,(y)) 1 y} and 
2; ={z E G2(E;) I(hE.I G2(E;)-‘(h,.(z)) 2 zj. 
Let Y, and Zi denote the closures of Yi and 2: respectively. Since h,. (Zi’) is contained in 
G,(P) and h,. is a local homeomorphism, Zi = 2; consists of finitely many double points 
from the definition of fake surface P and the definition of a decomposition E’ of U(P). Let 
W(E’) = ((z,, z?) E U (Zi x Zi) 1 hE,(zl) = IKE-, i = 1,. . , r}. 
I 
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I hen !~~.(sf(z~. E’)) = h,,(sr(z?, E’)) and hence 
Since Zi is a finite set and r is finite, so is kV’(E’). Let II’ = # H’(K). The proof goes by induc- 
tion on \I’. If IL’ = 0, there is nothing to prove. Suppose H’ 2 1 and let x = h,.(:,) = h,.(zJ for 
an element (z,, z2 ) of W(E’,!. Since x is contained in GA(P). We apply Lemma 9 to Q = 
SN(N(x, P, U(P)) and obtain the homeomorphismf, of Lemma 9. Interchange the numbering 
x-= I,..., 4 of four T’s Uk (Yc)’ = U(P) - Q u Q which is used to decompose U(P) to 
E’ by (7-t)” =f;((T,X)‘) (see Fig. 3), and choose the numbering of (c)” as in Fig. 2. The other 
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numberings are fixed as they were. Then we have a new decomposition E” of U(P) by using 
the new numberings. Obviously # W(E”) 2 I\’ - 1. Therefore, by induction, we have a re- 
quired decomposition E of U(P). 
Hereafter, we assume the following. 
(1) When we write U(P) = U, u ... u U,, lJ, means a connected component of U(P) for 
i= 1,.,.,/I. 
(2) When we write U(P) = E, u . . + LJ E,,, , Ei means a connected component of a decompo- 
sition E of U(P) which is obtained in Proposition 1 and we do not distinguish h,(Ei) from E,. 
(3) When WC write G,(P) = S, u . u S, for a closed fake surface P, Si means the connect- 
ed component of G,(E) of a decomposition E of U(P) obtained in Proposition 1 and Si is 
the base space of the T-bundle Ei of E. We also do not distinguish hE(Si) from Si. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let P be a closed fake swface. Then, there is a local homoemorphism h 
from &l(P) onto C uI(Pl such that P is homocmorphic to the polyhedron obtained from M(P) by 
attaching M(P) to S2(P) by h, IrvVtten M(P)/h. 
Proof. Let U(P) = E, u . ‘. u E,,, and let pi denote the natural projection of a T-bundle 
Ej onto the base Sj. Let _V be a point of &f(P). When y is contained in &f(P) - ($f(P)u 
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(/JX i?j(_~, P)), XE Z3(P), there is a unique T-bundle Ej containing _V on its boundary ii. 
Then define /I(J) = pjf:r). Suppose that y is contained in &1(P) n (Ux Ic(.u, P)). s E Z,(P). 
Then there is a point x of Z3(P) such that JJ is contained in a connected component C of 
&f(P) nI\j(~, P). C is a l-ball with boundary c1 u c z , say. Let U(P) - :V(X, P) n N(,Y, P) = 
UkT;,k= l,..., 4, be ordered so that ck is contained in Tz fork = 1, 2 (see Fi,o. 4(i) and 
(ii)). Let c be an interior point of C. Define a homeomorphism gi on cu ci u c2 by g,(c) = 
X, gi(cJ = o(T;) for k = 1, 2. Since .Y. c(T@ and c. ck are l-balls, we can extend g1 to a 
homeomorphismgfrom C = c. cl u c. c2 ontos. o(T: > u x. o(Ti ).Then define /t(y) = g(y). 
FIG. 4 (i). 
FIG. 4 (ii). 
Thus we obtain a local homeomorphism h from k?(P) onto G,(P) defined as above. Now, we 
prove that M(P)/h is homeomorphic to P. Since M(P) is a 2-manifold, there is a homeomor- 
phismf, from (M(P) - N(ni(P), M(P))) onto M(P) defined by the collar of M(P). And define 
the homeomorphismf, from Gz(P) onto itself to be the identity. Letf, denote the homeomor- 
phism from M(P) -( N(ti(~), M(P))) u G,(P) onto M(P) u G,(P) defined by fr and f2. 
We extendf, to a homeomorphismffrom M(p)/11 onto P as follows. It is to be understood 
that N(ti(P), M(P)) =&f(P) x I and U(P) =&f(P) x 0. Let U(P) = U, u . . . u U, LJ.. * u U, 
where 63(Ui) is empty for 1 d i < r and G,(UJ is not empty for r + 1 li 5 n.Let Pi be a 
vertex of G2(Ui) for 1 2 i 5 rCmbG,(P) =(x1,. . . , x,}. 
Step 1. Let US consider N(pi , P) u (U(P) - N(p, , P)) = T,’ u T,’ and fitpi, G,(P)) = 
o(T,‘) u o(T,‘). Let X = /z-‘(U~.~ o(T/)), i = 1,. . . , r, j = 1,2. Since X x I is a disjoint union 
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of l-balls and f,(q xi) bounds a l-ball in vi, j Tji uniquely for any point (I of ‘Y, we 
can extend f, to a homeomorphism f4 from 
(‘W(P) - N(iif(P), M(P))) U GI(P) U ((X X 1)//l) 
onto M(P) u 2,(P) u ui, j Tf . Let 6, be any boundary component of lJ, u *. . u Cr. Then, 
the closure of a connected component of U, u u U,. Then, the closure of a connected 
component of 6, - (b, n h-‘(Ui, j o(Tji))) is a l-ball Ak,,, and bL = U,,, .-lk,, . Hence bk x 1 
= u,,, (Aknr x I). For any )z, h j A,,is an embedding from the construction of h and hence 
(A,,, x Z)/h is a 2-ball. On the other hand, f4(Ak,,, x I). bounds a 2-ball in U, u .. . u U, 
uniquely and U, u 1.. u CJ, is covered with such 2-balls. Thus, we can extend fA to a 
homeomorphism f, from 
(M(P) - N(ni(P), M(P))) u G,(P) u (v (b, x l>)/h onto 
(P- (Oi,+l u*YJ0,))uG2(P). 
Step 2. Putting N(.ui, P) u (U(P) - N(x,, P)) = u TL, k = 1 , . , 4, u’e have a homeo- 
morphismffrom M(P)/h onto P be extendingf; by the similar argument to Step 1, and hence 
the proof of Proposition 2 is complete. 
LEMMA 10. Let P be a connected closedfake surface. Then, S2(P) is empty ifad only if 
M,(P) is not empty. 
Proof. Suppose that G,(P) is empty. Since P is closed, P must be a closed 2-manifold. 
Then M(P) = M,,(P) ={P}. Conversely, suppose that MO(P) is not empty. Let M be an 
element of MO(P). Since M is closed 2-manifold, U(P) n !tf = ii(P) n ,\;r is empty. Then, 
U(P) must be empty because P is connected and hence S,(P) is empty. 
&t. LEMMAS FROM HOMOLOGY GROUPS 
Definition 4. Let 9(.s, t) denote the set of all the acyclic closed fake surfaces P with 
#G,(P) = s and #G,(P) = t. 
Remark. Let P be a closed fake surface with #G,(P) = 0. Then P must bz a closed 
2-manifold and hence P is not acyclic. Thus, 9(s, t) is empty ifs = 0. 
For a polyhedron P, we write the homology groups H,(P) omitting the coefficient 
group Z (the additive group of integers). And let R(P) denote the I-st Betti number of a 
polyhedron P. 
LEMMA 11. Let P be a pol_vAedro,z (not necessarily njtike nrrfrce) a!rrl let C, , . . . , C, be 
simple closed curcles irl P. Let Q, = P u uy=, (Ci* vi) ~chre ci is the cot!.+~g poilzt user C,for 
i= l,..., n. IfH,(P) = 0, then H,(Q,) = 0. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction on II. If Il = 0, there is nothing to prove. Suppose 
HI(Q,-J = 0. Let us consider Q, = Qn_, u (C,* v’,) and the reduced Mayer-Vietoris exact 
sequence 
H,(Q,_,) + H,(C,” ~1,) -+ H,(Q,) + i$,(Q,,_, A (C,* u,,). 
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Since Qn_I n CC,” c,) = C,, is connected, we have 
ti,(Q,_, n CC,* L’,,) = 0, and hence A’,( QJ = 0. 
LEMMA 12. Let P be nfake surfcce andlet M be a/7 element of M(P). If H,(P) = 0, then 
Lo is a z-sphere. 
Proof. TO shoiv that A is a 2-sphere, it is sufficient to prove H,(a) = 0. Let iii = Mu 
u (bi* ri> and let Q = Pu u (hi* ri). W e can regard Q = Q - 34 v ,!? and consequently 
Q - MU A = u (5,” L’i). Let US consider the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
H,( u (bi”’ c,j) -+ H,( Q - >vf) + H,(G) -* H,(Q). 
Since H,(Q) = 0, by Lemma 11 and H,( u (bi* ri)) = 0, we obtain H,(G) = 0. 
LEMMA 13.Let P be a connected closedfake surface \vith H,(P) = 0 and let A4 be ml element 
of Mj(P). Then, M disconnects P into j connected fake surfcces, that is, 
P - M = P, v ’ . ’ u P, 
IrAere Pi is a comected fake surface for i = 1, . . . , j. 
Proof. Let P - ItI = P, u . . . u Pk where Pi is a connected component for i = 1,. . , k. 
It is easy to see that Pi is a fake surface. We must prove k = j. If i = 0, P = M is a closed 
2-manifo!d by Lemma 10. Then, P - M = 0 and hence k = 0 =j. Now, we assume ,j >= 1. 
Suppose j < k. Then, there is a boundary component b of M which is contained in at least 
two connected components of P - ,2t, namely, P, and P, . Let .Y be a point of 6. Since x is 
contained in both P, and P, , st(s, P) can not be of type 1. However, from the definition of 
M, st(.u, P) must be of type 1. Thus we have i 2_ k. Supposej > k. If j = 1, then k = 0, and 
hence P - IV = 0. Then P = M is a 2-manifold with non-empty boundary. This contradicts 
to the assumption that P is closed. We assume j = > 2. Then, there are at least two boundary 
components, namely 6, and b,, of M which are contained in a connected component, namely 
P, ofP - M. Let .Y, and s2 be points of b, and 5,) respectively. We can find a simple arc A in 
P,suchthatAnM=A= _Y,u_Y~. Let us consider IQ = i\iv u (b,* pi) and let Q = Pu A. 
Then Q is considered as Q = (Ff u A) u (Q - M) and we have (A? u A) n (Q - M) = 
‘4 u u (bi* ~1~). Since H,(A u u (bi* vi)) = 0 and H,(iG u A) = Z by Lemma 12, we can 
prove H,(Q) # 0 by using the Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
H1(A u u (bi* vi)) -+ H,(l@ u A) + H,( Q - M) + H,(Q). 
Since Q = P u U (bi* ui), H,(Q) must be 0 by Lemma 11. This is a contradiction. Hence we 
have k = j. 
LEMMA 14(a). Let P be a connected closed fake surface Gth #G,(P) = s > 7. Then, 
there is an integer jz2 such that Mj(P) is not empty. 
Proof. Suppose that Mj(P) is empty for all jl 2. Since P is connected and is not a 
closed 2-manifold, MO(P) is empty by Lemma 10. Thus we have M(P) = M,(P). Let M be an 
element of M(P) and let U(P) = U, u .. . u U,. Since h is contained in some connected 
component .?J, of U(P) and j = 1, we have s = 1. This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA l?(b). Let P be U!I element of’3(s, t) \r.ith sl 2, and let b be a bourrdary compo,ze,lt 
of an element of non-empty Mj(P) I\Yth j 2 2. Let P, and Pz be the connected components 
into iqhich b disconnects P. Then PI and P, satisiv the fbllolr~itlg conditiotls. 
(I) H,(P,) = Z bi,ith generator b alld H,(P,) = 0. 
(2) P, is acyclic. 
Furthermore, let Pi = Pi u (bQ 11) nowhere L’ is a coiling point or;‘r 6, i = I, 2. Then, the 
closed fake surface Pi satisfies the follou.ing cotlditions. 
(3) P, is acq’clic. 
(3) H,(p) = 0 and H2(Pz) = Z. 
(5) #G,(P,) < #S,(P)for both i = 1, 2. 
Proof. The existence of b follows from Lemma 14(a). Then, by Lemma 13, b disconnects 
P into two connected fake surfaces P, and Pz with the same boundary b. Let us consider the 
IMayer-Vietoris exact sequence 
Since H,(P) = HZ(P) = H,(b) = 0 and H,(b) = Z with generator 6, we have (1) H,(P,) = Z 
with generator b and (2) P1 is acyclic. Let Q = P u (b * c) = P, u P, . Then, by using the 
reduced Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence, we can prove (3) and (4). We shall prove (5). Since 
# G,(PL) + #S2(P2) = #G2(P) and # G1(pi) = # G,(P,) for i = 1, 2, it is sufficient to 
prove #B,(Pi) # 0 for both i = 1, 2. Let 6, and b2 be two of the boundary components of 
the element M of Mj(P) such that b = 6,. Then, by Lemma 13, there are distinct components 
U, and 0; of U(P) containing b, and 6, , respectively. Then, )M is contained either in P, or in 
Pz , say P2. Hence P, contains UI and we have # G,(Pz) # 0. By Lemma 13, P, contains U, 
and consequently we have # bl( P,) # 0. Thus Lemma 14 is established. 
PROPOSITION 3. If 9(s, t) is riot empty, there is an integer t’ such that t’ s t and S( I, t’) 
is not empty. 
Proof. It is known in Remark to Definition 4 that p-(0,1) is empty. So, we deal \\ith the 
case s 2 I. If s = 1, there is nothing to prove, We assume that Proposition 3 is true for 
F(s,, tl), with s, 5 s - 1, and s 2 2. Let P be an element of 9(s, t), then we have an acylcic 
closed fake surface H, with # G1(i3,) < # Sz(P) by Lemma 14(b). Then, by inductive hypo- 
thesis, there is an integer t’ such that t’ 5 # G,(Pl) and F(1, t’) is not empty. Since Sz(P1) 
is contained in G,(P), we have t 2 # S,(P,) = t’. Thus, Proposition 3 is proved. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let P be a cowected closedfake surface lvith # G,(P) = 1. If H,(P) = 0, 
theu Ai, is empty procided j # 1. 
Proof: Since GJP) is not empty, M,(P) is empty by Lemma 10. Suppose that there is an 
integer j 2 2 such that Mj(P) is not empty. Let M be an element of M,(P) and let IQ = 
b, u .*-ubj. By Lemma 13, P-M=P,u.. . u Pj. Since bi = p,is contained in U(P,) 
where U(P,) is one of the connected component of U(P) contained in Pi, U(P) has at leastj 
connected components. This contradicts to #b,(P) = 1. And Proposition 4 is proved. 
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LEMA 15. Let P be a closedfake surface. Let Z3(P) = {x, , . . , x,> and let J’~ , . . . , )‘4 be 
Lertices of Sl(P). 
Let 
If P is acyclic, we huce the reduced Homology groups 
,ifk#l 
+...+ZofR(P(~,rl))=3p+2q,ifli=l. 
Proof. The proof is done by double induction on (p, 4). If (p, s) = (0, 0), there is nothing 
to prove. We assume 
mP(P ,ifkf 1 - 1, (I- 1)) = i”z 
+ * * . + z of R(P(p - 1, Q - 1)) = 3(p - 1) + 2((7 - 1), if k = 1. 
We show (p, q - 1) from (p - 1, 4 - 1). Since 
P(p - 1, (I - 1) = P(p, q - 1) U fV(S,, PJ, 
P(p, 4 - 1)n iV(x,, P) =N(x, , P), 
f?k(hy_K, ) P)) = lo ,ifkfl 
\Z+Z+Z,ifk= 1, 
and 
we obtain 
&(N(.u,, P,) = 0 for all k, 
&WP, 4 - 1)) = i; + 
,ifk=l 
0.. + 2 of R(P(p, g - 1)) = 3p + 2(q - l), if k = 1, 
by the reduced Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence. By the same way, we can prove (p, (I) from 
P(p, (I - I) by using 
and fit(N(y,, P)) = 0 for all k. 
LEMMA 16. Let P be a closed fake surface atId let U(P) = UI v . *. u U, u *. . LJ U, be 
ordered so that U,, . . . , Uq are T-bundles a;ld U, + , , . . . , US are not. Let G,(P) = {x,, . . , .Yp} 
andlety,,..., y, be vertices of G2(P) such that ~1~ is contained in U, for 1 5 k 5 q. Therr, we 
have the collapsirlg 
Aud the folloicing properties are also obtained. 
(1) Tij n Tij, = @ if either 1 ’ f i’ or j # j' holds, Tij n Tk = 0 for all i, j, k, and T, n T; = 0 if 
k # k’. 
(2) M n Tij = &I n Tij and M n T, = &I n ?k for any elemerrt M of M(P) and for all i, j, k. 
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(3) For any pod a of u i,j Tij u Uk Tk, there is an element M of M(P) such that a is con- 
fairled in M. 
(4) For any i, there is an element :W of M(P) szud that ,W n Tij # 0 for both j = 1, 2. 
Proof. Let U(P) = E, u . . * v Eq u . . * u E,,, be ordered so that E, = U, for 1 5 r s q* 
The base S, of the T-bundle E, is understood to be oriented for 1 s r 5 m. Let w be a point 
of {s*, . . . ) SP) yl,. . . ) yq). If a T-bundle E, containes W, we choose the numbering 
along the orientation of S,. Since 
w = U(P) - u N( IV, P) = u (E, - u SN(w, E,)), 
w I w 
any connected component A of W is regarded as (T x Z) such that (T x 0), = TirO (T,,) 
and (r x 1) = Ti.,l CT,.,), respectively, for some i, i’ and r. Then, we can collapse A from 
Ti,,l (T,,) to ii x ~i,rl (A - Trl) along I. Since P(p, q) = M(P) u W and A n M(P) = (A - 
(,fir, u ~i’rl)) u h(P) or (A - (pro u T,:,)) n &I(P), we obtain the collapsing 
P(P9 4)\ &I(P) u U T,O ” u T,, 
i. r I 
by collapsing each component A of W as above. Define T, = T,, and Ti, = TirO, Ti, = TiprO 
for each i. Then, we have 
PCP>(~)\M(P)U (,J U TjUkolT,. 
i=l j=1.2 
Then, the required properties (I), (2), (3) and (4) follows easily (see Fig. 5). This completes 
the proof of Lemma 16. 
De$nition 5. We call the polyhedron 
G = G(m,p)= fi Bi U fi 
i= 1 
U Tj, 
j=l k=l,Z 
FIG. 5. 
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a fake graph if G satisfies the following six conditions. 
(1) G is connected. 
(2) Bi is a 2-ball for 1 s i 5 p. 
(3) BinBj=OandT,nTj,=Oifeitheri#jork#n. 
(4) Bi n Tj, = din pj, for any i, j, k. 
(5) For any point a of lJ Tjn, there is a Bi. which contains a. 
(6) Foranyj,thereisaB~*~uchthatBinTj~#0forbothk=1,2. 
LEMMA 17. Let G = G(m, p) be a ,fake graph and let r = m - (p + 1). Then, R(G) = 
3p - r. 
Proof. The proof is done by induction onp. Ifp = 0, from the conditions (I), (2) and (3), 
we have m = 1 and hence G = G(l, 0) is a 2-ball. Consequently, r = 0 and R(G) = 0 = 3p - r. 
So, we assume that Lemma 17 is true for G(m), p’) when p’ 5 p - 1. Removing T,, from 
G(m, p), we have at most three connected components G,, Gz and G, . We may assume that 
T,, is contained in G,. Then, by the condition (6), G, and GJ are fake graphs, namely 
G, = G(m, , p2) and Ga = G(m, , pJ. Then, we have the following easily. 
1 
R(G,) + R(G,) + NG,), if G, # 0 # G3 
R(G(m, p)) = R(G,) + R(GJ + 1 , if G1 # 0 and G, = 0 
NG,) + 2 , if G, = 0 = G3. 
Hence, by inductive hypothesis, we have 
(i) R(G) = 
1 
R(Gi) + 3(pl + PJ - (r2 + rA 
NG,) + 3p - r2 + 1 
R(G,) + 2 
where rn = m, - (pn + 1) for II = 2,3. Removing Tp2 from G,, we haveat most threeconnected 
components G,, , II = 1, 2, 3, which are all fake graphs by the condition 6, that is, G,, = 
G(m,, , pIA for n = 1,2,3. Since one of the connected components of G1 - Tp2 is non-empty, 
we assume that G,, f 0. 
Then, by inductive hypothesis, we have 
(ii) R(G,) = 
1 
3(~ii + p12 + ail) - (rii + r12 + ria), if Gil f 0 Z GU 
3@,, +p12) - (rl, + r12) + 1 , if G12 f 0and G,,=O 
3~~~ - rll -t 2 , if G,z = 0 = G,, 
where rln = 07~” - (pl, -t 1) for n = 1,2,3. Since any connected component of G - (T,, u TJ 
is a fake graph, we write it G(mt, pi), i = 1,. . . , s where s is the number of the connected 
components of G - (T,, u T,?). And let r! = rn: - (pi + 1). Then, we have 
m = $irn ’ = i (pi + 1) + i: rf 
i=l i=l 
= (p - 1) + s + c rf 
= (p + 1) + (s - 2) + c r; 
= (p + 1) + r. 
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Thus, 
(iii) K = (s - 2) + 1 r:. 
Combining (i), (ii) and (iii), we have 
R(G) = 3(p - 1) - C ri + (5 - s) = 3p - r. 
?RoPOSITION 5. Let P be an elenleni of9( 1, t). Then, # _&It P) = t + I. 
Proof. By Lemma 12 and Proposition 4, any element of M(P) is a 2-ball. Suppose t = 0. 
Let us consider P( 1, 0) (see Lemma 15). By Lemma 16, P( 1, O)\ M(P) u T and lve have 
H,(M(P) u T) = Z + Z. To satisfy this Homology property, h!(P) must be only one 2-ball 
from the conditions (2) and (3) of Lemma 16. Hence , #M(P) = 1 = t + 1. Suppose f 2 1. 
Let us consider P(0, t). By Lemma 16, P(0, f) collapses to a fake graph G(nl, t) inhere 172 = 
#M(P), and R(G(I;I, 1)) = 3r by Lemma IS. On the other hand. by Proposition 5, Lve have 
R(G(rn, t)) = 3t - r provided r = I)I - (t + 1). Thus, Y = 0 and hence 171 = t + 1. 
$5. PROOF OF THEOREhl 1 
THEOREM I. Let P be CI closed fake surface. If # G,(P) = 0, the17 P is not cq’clic, that is 
.F(s, 0) is empty for ati)’ integer s 2 0. 
Proof: By Proposition 3, it is suficient to prove that F( 1,O) is empty. Suppose :hat there 
is an element P of 9( 1,O). By Lemma 12, Proposition 3 and Proposition 4, M(P) consists of 
only one 2-ball M. Then, U(P) = S x G T because A? = o(P) is one l-sphere. CuttingPalong 
S = S x o(T), we have Fig. 6, that is, P is obtained from M by identifying the boundary as 
indicated in Fig. 6. Then, N,(P) = Z, gives a contradiction. 
COROLLARY OF THEOREM 1. Let P be u closed jhkc srrrfcce. If ti7ere is N cor7nected 
component U = S x G T in U(P), then HI(P) # 0. 
Proqfi Let 0 = U’d(o*r) where L: is a coning point over 0 and let Q = P u 0 = P u 
-- 
(ii*~l). Using H,(o) = Z,, Q = Q - Uu 0 and Q - Un 0 = (O*L;), we ha1.e H,(Q) # 0 
by the IMayer-Vietoris exact sequence. Hence H,(P) f 0 by Lemma 11. 
5 
FIG. 6. 
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s6. .A GEOXIETRIC CHAR_ACTERIZATION OF 5 (5. 1) 
In this section, we obtain a geometrically standard form of an element P of.F(s, t) such 
that 5,(P) is contained in a connected component of U(P). Roughly speaking, P is a union 
in the sense of Definition S of an element of P( 1, t) and the collapsible fake surfaces of .% 
of Definition 7. In Theorem 2, we list all the elements of 9(1, 1) geometrically and 
consequently we complete the geometrical characterization of the elements of .F(x, 1). 
Definition 6. Let (S x TT’). be dlz u d, where dlz = (al x I) u (a? x Z)/a, x 1 = a, x 0 
and a2 x 1 = a, x 0, cij = (a3 x Z)/u, x 1 = a3 x 0. 
We define pi and N,, as follows. 
(1) J~~i = (S XTT), u(d,: x Z) where (S XTT)’ n(d,i x Z) = d,: = d,: x 0. 
(2) AI = N, u (d:* u) where d:* u means the non-singular cone over n: from a coning 
point G. Then JIr, is a fake surface determined uniquely and &pi‘, = d,, x 1. Suppose A-,_ I 
is already defined. We can define N, as follows. 
.Afn = Jv-,- 1 u dd, 
f 
where f is a homeomorphism from ,ri‘,_ 1 onto d,” (C A$,) such that 
flu;-’ x I: a;-’ x Z-+q” x [O, +] 
is a standard homeomorphism defined by /-(a;-' x 0) = a; x 0 and f(a;-’ x 1) = a: x f, 
andf[ a;-’ x I: a;-’ x 1-a; x (+, I] is a standard homeomorphism defined by Of(a;-’ 
x 0) = a; x + andf(;-’ x 1) = a; x 1. 
Formally, let No = d:*u. 
Dejkition 7. Let YT, = { .Af,, j tz is a non-negative integer}. Suppose that 3-J is defined 
for all j’ sj - 1 so that any element !3 of xj is a fake surface with a l-sphere as boundary 
and G,(3) is empty. We define xj as follows. 
xj = {(K u 5Y) - e> 
where 53’ and R” are elements of %TJ and xi,‘, respectively (j’ + j” =j) and C is a 2-ball 
contained in hi(K) and fi’n r\” = c = fi”. Let YT = uj xi. 
Definition. S We define a subset X(s, t) of the set of closed fake surfaces F with #G, 
(F) = s and #G,(F) = t. 
X(s, t) = 
(( k g-v*,J 
P u u R 
where P and Sk belong to Y(l, t) and x respectively, & # Cz($) = s - 1, { Dk} is a set of 
2-balls contained in &f(P), and P n 53, = b, = Sik, Sk n R; = 0 if k # k’. 
LEMMA 18. Let !A be an element of X. Then _Q is collapsible. 
Proof. Since r\ belongs to some xj, the proof goes by induction on j. 
Step 1. Supposej = 1. Then !J? = JIr, . We prove the following statement (*) by induction 
on n. 
(*) For any point x of N, = dy2 x 1, there is a l-ball A in JV, which satisfies the following 
conditions. 
in pm ;‘n 01 BuoIaq Uv pue ,s asu!s .a - (,$J n ,$j) = s pue L uoy!uyaa u! sag&old 
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.a -(,kfn,H=tC 
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‘uaqJ ‘0 = / asoddns ‘.f uo uoynpu! Kq (8)~ 30 ~1 XlaAa 103 pau!mJalap Klanb!un s!q 
JEIJJ allold aM *(v) 0 30~1 x s sluauodtuo3 pwauuoz atuos 30 Ep JO y laq$!a s! Wq leq$ qms 
m 30 sluauoduro3 Krepunoq ar# 30 auo aq Wq $a1 pue 8 30 warnala UB aq w la? z ‘dais 
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I-“X ~a? *L suyuo3 y!q~ “(~1 x s) alpunq-J aqi 30 J Jaqy e s! alaqL -1 x ic = x’ yeql qms 
0 x ,ZTp = :‘p u! i vr!od e sls!xa aJay ‘1 x $1~ 30 lu!od t? s! x asu!c; ‘“w In I-“,y= “J- 
uog!uyap aql mold ‘1-U_/y ‘03 (E) pue (z) ‘(1) ~q~3sy~s I-"y Ileq-1 12 s! a.raqt ~eql amnsse 
KLXII aM .paysyes X~jer~y am (E) pm (z) ‘(I) suoypuo3 aql uayj_ ‘Oy = y = 3,x’ fleq-1 
aq? ayeJ ‘Ileq-z B s! fl*;p = ‘_N uaw ‘0 = u 31 .KlaAympu! v auyap aM ‘(*) _/O @Old 
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such that j’ +j” = j, there are trees Y’ and F” in R’ and 5%” satisfying (1’) ,(2’) and (3’), 
respectively. We may assume Fi n C = 0, for C is contained in the interior of an element 
M’ of M(R’). Then, there is a l-ball Q in &I such that Qn C = 0 n d = F’” n fi” and 
QnF&.=QnzT&. is one point. Since F.4. and ,Y,&. u Q u C are simple homotopy 
equivalent in AX, lb1 ‘\ S&. u Q u C u (A?’ - b,&) is easily seen. Then, we have a collapsing 
R’\9--‘uQuC......(cl) 
without exchanging any other collapsings of (3’) for 5%’ than using A4’\ S.lf. u Q u C u 
(A? - bk) instead of M’\ FL, u (A?’ - b,.). Define F = F’ u Q u F”. Obviously, 
Y is a tree in R. Since 52’ - c\ 5 u Q u c by (cl) and R” \ F” by induction hypothesis, 
we have 
R\F . . . . . . (c2). 
Let M” be the element of hf(R”) containing 6” and let M be the element of M(R) containing 
c =fi “. Then M = (M’ u M”) - c and consequently F-M = F,& u Q u F,&. is a tree 
Since b, = bMM’ by step 2, the collapsing of M in (~2) satisfies 
iM\F;. uQv(ni’-b,.)vM” 
C F’M u (Q - b,) 
by M”\ FL,, u ($f” - $) = F,& u (hi” - c) (note that b,,, = $’ = C). Thus, we have a 
collapsing si\ F satisfying the required conditions (l’), (2’) and (3’). 
Since F is collapsible, so is R. This completes the proof of Lemma 18. 
PROPOSITION 6. A’@, t) is contained in F(s, t). 
Proof. Let Q be an element of X(s, t). It is sufficient to prove that Q is acyclic. There 
exist P, R, and D* with the required properties in Definition 8 and 
If m = 0, then Q = P. Since P is an element of .9(1, t), so is Q. We may assume that Q 
beIongs to F(s, t) provided that Q = Q(m’) is an element of X(s, 1) for every m’ 5 M - 1. 
From the Definition Q(M) = (Q(m - 1) - 8,) u R, , (Q(m - 1) - 8,) n si,,, = b,,, = A,,, is 
a l-sphere and 9, is collapsible by Lemma 18, we see that Q(m) is acyclic by the reduced 
Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence. This completes the proof of Proposition 6. 
LEMMA 19. Let P be an element of‘5(s, t) and let b be one of the boundary components of a 
connected component U of U(P). Suppose that b disconnects P into P, and P, so that G3(P2) is 
empty and lJ is contained in Pz . Then, we have the following properties. 
(1) U=SxsTandb=d,,of U. 
(2) Let U, be a connected component of U(P) contained in P, . 
Then, Vi = S x tT. 
(3) Let M be an element of M(P) contained in P, and let M = b, u *. . u bj . Then, we can 
choose the numbering k = 1,. . . , j so that 
b,=I 
d,,ofsomeUiCk),ifl~k~j-1 
\d, of some UiCk,, if k = j. 
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(4) And bk disconnects P into P2* and P,* so that S,(P2”) is empty and Crick) is contained in 
Pz”for lskgj- 1. 
Proof. Since G,(U) is empty, U is a T-bundle. For P is acyclic, T-bundle U is not 
S x aT by Corollary of Theorem 1. Suppose U = S x T. Then P2 /P, - (b x I) = 
P2 - (P2 x I), say Q and Q is a closed fake surface [see Fig. 7 (i)] because P2 is bounded 
only by b =P2 . Let us consider the closed fake surfaces P,,, = P, u (b*ti> for m = 1, 2. Since 
G3(P3) is empty, i3r is acyclic by Lemma 14 and Theorem 1. Then P, is acyclic by Lemma 
14 and hence Q is also acyclic. Thus Q is an acyclic closed fake surface with #G,(Q) = 0. 
This contradicts the Theorem 1. Thus we obtain U = S x TT. Suppose b = d3 of U. Then, 
from b =P, , P, collapses to a closed fake surface Q = P2 -- (b x r>(see Fig. 7 (ii)) and this 
again contradicts to Theorem 1. This completes the proof of (1). 
(2) By Lemma 13, there is a boundary component b’ of Ui which disconnects P into Pi 
and Pi so that Vi is contained in Pi and Pi is contained in P, . Then G,(P;) is empty and 
hence Ui = S x 7T by (1). 
(ii) 
I b! 4x/ ' 
----5--- 
I 
FIG. 7. 
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(3) and (4). Since any connected Ui of U(P) contained in Pz is S x ST by (2), b, is either 
d’;‘,k’ or dJk) of some UiCt. in P2 . Since M is in P, , there is one and only one b, of M where bj 
disconnects P into Pi so that Pi is contained in P, and M is contained in Pi. Then G,(P’,) 
is empty and Ui(j) is not contained in Pi. Let b’ be the boundary component of UiCj, which 
is not bj, then b’ = d:(i) by (1) and hence bj = n$j). For 1 5 k sj - 1, since 6, disconnects P 
into P: and Pi so that G3(Pi) is empty and M is not contained in Pi, Uickj is contained in 
P;. Thus b, = d;(i) by (1,. 
LEMMA 20. Let P be an element of .F(s, t) and let U = S x ZT be a connected component of 
U(P). If b = d,, of U disconnects P into P, and P2 so that G3(P2) is empty and U is contained 
in P, , then P2 is an element of X. 
Proof. Let {M,} be the subset of M(P) whose elements are contained in P, . The proof 
goes by induction on the number m = m(PJ = #{&I,}. Suppose m = 1. Then, by Lemma 12, 
P2 = Uu B where B is a 2-ball attached to d, of U, that is, P, is anelement of Y. Suppose 
m 2 2. Since P, is connected, there is an element M of {M,] with #hi 2 2. Then, by Lemma - 
19 (3) and (4), there is a boundary component bj of M such that bj disconnects P into 
P’, and Pi and G,(P’,) is empty and UiCj, is contained in P’,. Then M is contained in P(. 
By induction, P4 belongs to x, for 1 5 m(P$ 5 m - 1. On the other hand, the closed fake 
surface F{ = P’, u (bj*u) is acyclic by Lemma 14 and Theorem 1. Then, m belongs 
to A!-, because 1 s rn(Pi - P,) 5 m - 1. Since P, = (P’, - P, u Pi) - (bj*u)‘, P2 belongs 
to x. 
LEMMA 21. Let P be an element of 9(s, t) and let b be a boundary component of a connected 
component U of U(P). lf b disconnects P into P, and P, so that G,(P,) = G,(P) and U is 
contained in P,, than P, belongs to A“. 
Proof. Let M be the element of M(P) which contains b and let &I = b u b, v . . * u bj . 
The proof goes by induction on j. If j = 0, then M = P2 is a 2-ball, by Lemma 12, which 
belongs to Z. Since Uis contained in P,, b, disconnects P into Pi and Pi so that G3(P$) is 
empty and Uj is contained in Pi where Uj is the connected component of U(P) which 
contains bj, by the same reason as in the proof of Lemma 19 (2). Then, by Lemma 20, P4 
belongs to Y. On the other hand, P”{ = P( u (b,*u) is an acyclic closed fake surface by 
Lemma I4 and Theorem I. Since the 2-manifold Mi = Mu (b,*u) has j boundary compo- 
nents, m belongs to .V. Since P, = (pm” PJ - (bj*u)‘, Pz belongs to %. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let P be an element of F(s, t) such that G,(P) is contained in a connected 
component U of U(P). Then, P belongs to X(s, t). 
Proof. Let (M,} be the subset of M(P) such that M, n U # 0 and # &I,2 2. The proof 
goes by induction on m = m(P) = #(IV,>. If m = 0, then P belongs to 8(1, t) because of the 
connectivity of P. From the definition of X(s, t), P is an element of X(1, t). Suppose rn2 1. 
Let b = Un I’M,. Then b disconnects P into P, and P, so that G,(P,) = G3(P) and U is 
contained in P,. Then, by Lemma’ 21, P, belongs to U and P, = P, u (b*u) is an acyclic 
closed fake surface, by Lemma 14 and Theorem 1. By induction hypothesis, P, belongs to 
X(s’, t) where s’ = s - # G,(P,). Since P = (P, u PJ - (b*u)“, P is an element of X(s, r). 
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THEOREM 2. 9(s, 1) = X(s, 1). And 9(1,1) has IWO elements F:,, and Ff,, described in 
Fig. 8. 
Proof. By Proposition 6, 9(s, 1) contains X(s, 1). Since G3(P) consists of only one 
point for any element P of 9(s, l), S,(P) is contained in a connected component U of U(P). 
Thus, by Proposition 7, 9(s, 1) is contained in X(s, 1) and hence .9(s, 1) = X(s, 1). We 
explain how to obtain Fig. 8. First, we construct all the possible U(P). Pick up the U(P) with 
# o(P) = 2 by virtue of Proposition 5. Cutting P along G,(P) which is a union of two 
l-spheres with one common point, we have the Homology groups of P by using Proposition 
4. Then, we obtain Figure 8. 
Remark. U(Fi,,) = S, x TV Sz x oT and U(F:,,) = S, x Tu S2 x rT. 
FIG. 8 (i). 
FIG. 8 (ii). 
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57. PROOF OF THEORERI 3 
THEOREM 3. Let P be au element of .%(s, 1). Then, P x I is collapsible. 
By Lemma 3, it is sufficient to prove the following. 
(i) P is B-collapsible, if P belongs to F(1, I). 
(ii) P is C-collapsible, if P belongs to F(s, 1). 
LEMMA 22. Let P be an element of 9(1, l), Then, P is B-collapsible. 
Proof. Since P is either F :,1 or F:,l, we can consider S, x T of U(P) in common (see 
Remark to Theorem 2). One bf the closures of the connected components of ((S, x T) - 
FIG. 9. 
(S, x o(T)) n M2 is regarded as S, x I. Let Q = MI u (S, x I), and let J = P u (Q x 1) (see 
Fig. 9). Since Q is a 2-ball, the 3-ball Q x Imay be regarded as M, x I. Let (MI x r) n S, = 
A. Then, from (S, x I) - A, we can collapse 
J/J,=J-(Ml xl)u(M, XI).-(S, XI). 
Let s; = sz - A,M;=M,-(S,xI)andM=M,xl where M,=M,xO. Then Jl 
is obtained from the three 2-balls M;, Mand MI by identifying their boundaries as indicated 
in Fig. 10. 
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FIG. 10. 
Since A is a free face of .I,, we have the collapsing 
J, \ Jz = A4 u S; u M, (see Fig. 11) 
by collapsing M; to kt u S; u M, from A. Since M and dlL are both 2-balls and S; is a 
l-ball such that M nhl, = 0 and tin S; = M n s; and M, n S; = I’$, u s;, J2 is 
collapsible. Hence, J\J, /J2 \ 0. 
FIG. 11. 
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LEMMA 23. Let P be an element of Z(s, 1). Then, P is C-collapsible. 
Proof. By Theorem 2, we have 
’ = (F v $r’k) - $fk 
where F iseither F:,, or F:,,. Let U be the connected component of U(P) which contains 
G,(P). Since # ir = 2, we may assume m s 2 by Lemma 21. If m = 0, P is C-collapsible by 
Lemma 22. Suppose m = 1. There are two cases. 
Case 1. We assume that D, is contained in M, , Then, we can define Q, J, M, A and S; 
as in the proof of Lemma 22, and we define 
A4; = ((M, u R,) - bi) - (,A% x I). 
Then, we have the collapsing J\J, = M; u Mu M,. Since R, is collapsible by Lemma 18, 
we have the collapsing 
M;\nivS;u ti, 
by collapsing M; from the free face A of J,. Thus, we have 
J,\J, =MvS;vM, 
which is collapsible by the same reason as in the proof of Lemma 22, and hence P is C-col- 
lapsible. 
Case 2. We assume that D, is contained in M,. In this case, define Q = ((M, u RI) - 
bl) u (S, x Z) and J = P v (Q x I). Since Sr has a collar neighborhood in M; = (M, u 
9,) - 8,, it is easily seen that we may regard J = P u (M; x Z) where P n(M; x Z) = 
M; v (S, x Z) = (M; x 0) u (&f; x I). Then we can define M;, A and S; as in the proof 
of Lemma 22 and we define M = M; x 1. Since M,’ is collapsible by Lemma 18, we have 
J\J,=M;vMvM; 
by collapsing Jfrom (S, x I) - A using Lemma 2. Then, from the free face A of J,, we have 
the collapsing 
J1\J2 = MuS;uM; 
which is collapsible, and hence P is C-collapsible. 
Suppose m = 2. We may assume that Dk is contained in Mk for k = 1, 2. Then, we can 
define Q and J as in Case 2 above and Mi as in Case 1. Then, combining the collapsings 
of Case 1 and Case 2, we easily obtain J\O, and hence P is C-collapsible. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 3. 
$8. EMBEDDABILITY OF ELEMENTS OF 9 (s, 1) INTO 3MANIFOLDS 
LEMMA 24. The T-bundle S XTT can not be embedded in any orientable 3-mani/old. 
Proof. Suppose that there is an orientable 3-manifold V in which S x rT is embedded. 
Let N = N(S x o(T), V) and let P = Nn (S x rT). S ince S = S x o(T) is a l-sphere and V is 
orientable, N may be regarded as S x B where B is a Z-ball. Let .Y be a vertex of the 2-nd 
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derived complex of S. Then, we have (st(.~, N), st(.u, P)) = N(.Y, S) x (B, T) where T is 
embedded in B and Lh T = ? Let N, = N - st(.r, N) and let P, = P - st(.r, P). Then, N1 is 
a3-ballandllj,nP, =P,.LetPnP, =T,uT2andlet -i= Ua,,i=l,2,3. Put Tj=Uaji 
fori = 1,2, i = 1, 2, 3, by 1$(x, S) x a, = ali u ali. By an isotopy of N, T, and Tz are carried 
into the standard position as shown in Fig. 12. Let C, be a l-ball in Tl with C1 = a,, u al3 
FIG. 12. 
and let C, be a l-ball in T, with 6, = aI ua13. Since P is homeomorphic to S x TT, 
P, - (?i u Tz) is the disjoint union of three l-balls Ai with Ai = a, i u azk where i = k if and 
only if i = 3 = k. Then, we have a simple closed curve C in the 2-sphere Iilr defined by 
C = A, u Cl v A, u C2 which disconnects I$r into two domains D, and D, . Then, al2 and 
azl are contained in distinct two domains D, and D, . But there must be a l-ball AZ joining 
a,, and azl in Ni, without intersecting with C. This is impossible. 
THEOREM 4. Let P be an element of 9(s, 1). Then, P is a spine of a 3-mamfold ifand only if 
P = F;,,. 
Proof. Let V be a 3-manifold having P as a spine. Then V is orientable and hence P does 
not contain S x TT by Lemma 24. Thus P = Fj,, by Theorem 2. This completes the “ neces- 
sity” of the proof. 
Sufficiency. Let P = FivI. It is easy to see that U(P) can beembedded in the 3-dimensional 
Euclidean space R3. Let M(P) = {M,, M2) and &t; = bi for i = 1, 2. Let N be the regular 
neighborhood of U(P) in R3 mod o(P) and Ni = N(bi, N). Since N is a solid torus with 
genus 2, we may regard Ni = bi x [ - 1, l] for both i = 1, 2, and bi = bi x 0. Since iMi is a 
2-ball, we have a 3-ball Vi = Mi x [ - 1, I] with Mi = M, x 0. Then, we have a 3-manifold 
Vdefinedby V=NuI’ruVzwherebi=tiiandNnVi=Ni=&fix [-1,1]. ThenPis 
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naturally embedded in r/. Since Vi collapses to (.&I, x 0) u (-iii x [ - 1, 11) and N collapses 
to U(P), the 3-manifold V collapses to P = U(P) u ui(Xii x 0). Thus, P is a spine of a 
3-manifold. 
sS9. ACYCLIC CLOSED F.WE SURFACES OBT.L\IhXD FROM .3 (1, 1) 
Definition 9. We define the set +? of closed fake surfaces as follo\vs. First, define %‘, = 
g(1, 1). Suppose that G?, is already defined, for all 1 5 t’ 5 t - 1. We define 
et = {P,O P,(L B,, &)I 
where Pj belongs to gt, with t, + t, = t,~’ = 1,2, and Bj is a 2-ball contained in &(Pj) and f 
is a homeomorphism from B, onto B, and P, @ Pz(f, B,, B2) = (PI u P,)/J 
LEXNA 25. Let P be an element of %‘l arid let B be a 2-ball contained iu Q(P). Then P x I 
collapses to B. 
Proof. Recall the proof of Lemma 22. There are two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose that B is contained in M,. Since J2 collapses to B, / P x Z\JJ, \ 
J,\B. 
Case 2. Suppose that B is contained in M2. We may assume that B is contained in 
M~.LetYbeal-ballinM~-BsuchthatBnY=BnI’~sonepointand(I\;luS~u 
hi,) n Y = SiU y is one (point (see Fig. 13). Since nii\(&f u Si witi, u Yu B), 
J, collapses to (Mu S; u M, u Yu B) which collapses to B. Thus 
P x Z\J,\(MuS;uM,u YuB)\B. 
LEMMA 26. V, is contained in 4(2t - 1, t). 
Proof. Let P be an element of %‘*. Then, there are P,, P, , f, B,, and B, of DeIinition 9 
and P = P, @P, (f, B,, B2). The proof goes by induction on t. If t = 1, there is nothing to 
prove. By the induction hypothesis, # G,(Pj) = 2tj - 1. Since # 5,(P) = # Gz(P1) + 
# G,(P,) + 1, we have # Gz(P) = 2t - 1. And we have easily # G,(P) = # Gj3(P1) + 
# G;,(P,) = t, + t, = t. It follows from the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence that P is 
acyclic. Thus P belongs to F(2t - 1, t). 
PROPOSITION 8. Let P be an element of g, . Then, P x I is collapsible. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the following statement (***) by induction on t. 
(***) Let P be an element of %t and let B be a 2-ball contained in &l(P). Then, P x Icollapses 
to B. 
Proofof (***). If t = 1, (***) follows from Lemma 25. Suppose t 2 2. From Definition 9, 
P = P, @P2(f, B,, B2). We may assume that B is contained in P,. Let f x id denote the 
homeomorphism (into) from B, x (0, $1 to B, x I defined by (f x id)tx, p) = (f(x), p) 
for (x,p) of (B, x [0, +I). Since(P, x Z>\(P1 x [O, 5-1) u (B, x I), we obtain(P x I)\(P, x 
[O, 41) ” (Pz x 1)/f x id. Let us consider W= (Pz x I) - (Bz x [0, +I), B’ = (82 x [O, 41) u 
(B, x +) and P; = (P2 x 0) - (B, x 0) u B’. Then, Pi is homeomorphic to P, and W is 
regarded as Pi x I where Pi = Pi x 0. Since B’ is a 2-ball contained in ti(P;), we have 
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FIG. 13 (i). 
FIG. 13 (ii). 
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W\ B’ by the induction hypothesis. By using the above collapsing IV\ B’, we obtain the 
collapsing (P x I)\tPp x [O. 11) u CP2 x Z)/f x id\(P, x [0, $1). Again by the induction 
hypothesis, (P, x [0, _5]) \ B. Thus the statement ( ***) is proved and hence Proposition 8 is 
established. 
THEOREM 5. For any integer t >= 1, there exist an integer s and a!1 element P of 9(s, t) 
such that P x I is collapsible, 
Proof. Take s = 2t - 1. Then, we have the required s and P by Lemma 26 and Proposi- 
tion 8. 
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